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FROM THE BOARD PRESIDENT
Thank you for your support of Children’s Museum of the Arts. This past year
brought about a whirlwind of change and evolution — a result of a number of
factors, both planned and unplanned. We prepared this report on our activities
from July 1, 2019 - June 30, 2020 to share with you just how far your contribution
to CMA has gone.
In February 2020, we welcomed our new Executive Director, Seth Cameron, an
artist, educator, and curator who co-founded the celebrated artist collective,
The Bruce High Quality Foundation, where he served as President of its alternative
art school from 2009-2017. Under his new leadership, CMA looks to the year
ahead with a brand new mission and direction.
Not too long after Cameron’s appointment, we faced the unforeseen challenge
of the COVID-19 pandemic. On March 14, 2020, in order to comply with
government mandated closures, CMA closed its doors and all programming
shifted online. CMA developed new opportunities through CMA Live!, as well
as resources and activities available on our website’s Arts Education Resources
page. This virtual transfer opened up many new doors, allowing us to reach
even more diverse audiences across the globe; and inspired us to reimagine
our museum by fulfilling our mission in innovative, exciting, and bold new ways.
While the second half of our fiscal year was full of change, the beginning of the
year ran as expected. We continued our cycle of exhibitions, inspiring strength
through E.V. Day’s Breaking the Glass Ceiling, alongside Rico Gatson’s You Are
Light, to encourage hope for a brighter future. We explored ideas around shelter
and what makes a home through Home Sweet Home: Is a Home a Sanctuary?
and Love Crickets Save the Planet. We are also proud of the distribution of our
Community Programs, which brought arts education opportunities to children
with physical and developmental disabilities, groups from Title I schools, families
in crisis, and many more.
In total, CMA served nearly 100,000 children and families last year, 52% of whom
were served free of charge, made possible by your generous contribution.
We look forward to continuing to advance CMA, to fulfil our new mission, and
to see what the new post-pandemic world will bring. We look forward to your
participation with CMA in 2021 as we embark on a new course, of bringing the
power of the arts to children everywhere!
Very best,

William S. Floyd
President, Board of Directors
Children’s Museum of the Arts

THIS PAST YEAR BROUGHT ABOUT
MANY UNIQUE HURDLES.
As the world faced both unexpected and deep-rooted challenges, CMA
took the necessary steps to respond, making it our year to evolve and
innovate. Though challenging at times, these major changes brought
about new and exciting discoveries. What some might call, serendipity!
When NYS PAUSE’s government-mandated closures were implemented in
March 2020, CMA quickly pivoted online. We developed free online offerings,
housed on our website’s Arts Education Resources page, and launched a
brand new program, CMA Live! Through these fundamental changes, we made
significant progress in expanding our service to New York City and beyond.

We are proud to note that our fiscal year 2020 marked the highest
percentage of total CMA visitors served free of charge, at 52%.

ARTS EDUCATION
RESOURCES PAGE
Available free of charge on our website, our Arts Education Resources
page shares various online art activities and resources for families. This
includes weekly How-To Videos consisting of arts education workshops,
Curricula Guides that lead parents through discussions about art, Daily
Art Challenges for children to continuously engage in art practice, and
At-Home Resources both for art-making and for creating conversations
around important current events, such as racial injustice.

Last year, 18,820 viewers watched the free videos available
on our Arts Education Resources page.
“With all the changes to this summer, my husband and I have
been trying new ways to entertain our household. Today is a rainy
day and when the house got silent, I got worried! I went to see
what trouble was being caused and I found everyone making
different projects together … Your art page was the perfect find
for us! Thank you for making our day a little more fun. It’s beyond
appreciated.”
— Mother

CMA LIVE!
Last year, we launched CMA Live!, which brings the Museum’s renowned
programming into our audiences’ homes. These weekly interactive
art classes take place over Zoom and invite children of all ages to
participate in sing-alongs, create their own artworks, explore creative
movement and dance, and learn theater arts. Participants found this
program to be extremely valuable, as our parent community was thrust
into home-schooling while often themselves working from home.
We had registrants from across the nation — and the globe! — including
New York, New Jersey, Washington, DC, Philadelphia, California,
Arizona, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, United Kingdom, and Israel.

1,422
children
and families
served last
year — 90%
of which were
served free
of charge
“I’ve been wanting to reach out to you for a while to say thank you. We
have been isolating these four months away from my husband who is a first
responder in Manhattan. Needless to say, between your music [and] your
comforting voice — you have had a huge impact on my son.”
— CMA Live! parent
“Usually I would walk [to the museum], so being able to tune in to you four
days a week when we are both so isolated has been really comforting for
both of us.”
— CMA Live! parent

EXHIBITIONS IN THE
CYNTHIA C. WAINWRIGHT
GALLERY
CMA exhibitions are designed to bring art and ideas together to make
connections accessible to people of all ages and backgrounds.
Our exhibitions anchor the museum’s on-site arts education
programming for its duration; and reflect different themes that
showcase different artists to explore a variety of perspectives.

We are proud to note
that our exhibited
artists reflected the
rich diversity of
New York City.
Last year’s shows
featured 77% women,
18% artists over 60,
14% international
artists, 59% artists
from the BIPOC
community, and
14% artists with a
disability.

EXHIBITIONS IN THE
CYNTHIA C. WAINWRIGHT GALLERY

In the Cynthia C. Wainwright Gallery

E.V. Day: Breaking the Glass Ceiling
May 16 — October 27, 2019

Known for her gravity-defying suspension sculptures that explore themes of science fiction, space,
gender, and humor, E.V. Day illuminated contradictions in gender roles and stretched the confines
of social stereotypes in CMA’s main gallery. Featuring turnbuckles, monofilament, and angle iron
that built multiple suspended trajectories in the ceiling, Day employed hardware to build tension,
highlight resistance, and imply velocity. The ceiling installation was complemented by shattered
glass images displayed around the perimeter of the gallery referencing cosmic aspirations — the
strong desire to achieve something that might feel just outside of one’s reach.
Workshop Example: Key to the Future in the Gallery
In E.V. Day’s exhibition, the glass ceiling represented invisible barriers to advancement for women and
people of color, almost like locked doors. We asked children to make a key to unlock doors to barriers they
saw in the world, prompting ideas about accessible education, healthcare, clean water, and more.
In the Bridge

Rico Gatson: You Are Light
September 16, 2019 — December 2, 2019

Rico Gatson’s You Are Light installation represented light
pictorially as a metaphor or symbol for positive energy,
power, and hope for a better future. The various forms that
comprised the installation approximated prisms, rays, and
bands, using color that expanded upon a Pan-African
sensibility. The beautiful and calming effect of the chosen
color, pattern, and light provided a respite or escape,
as well as a place of contemplation and rejuvenation.
Viewers were encouraged to activate the installation
by standing at the point of light to represent a collective
power. Young artists are our hope for a much brighter
future and their light provides hope for us all.
Workshop Example: Energy Beam Animations in the Media Lab
Rico Gatson’s You Are Light installation challenged viewers to change their destinies through focusing
on what energies the viewer radiates outward to the world. We asked children to use different colors
and energy beams to explore effects in storytelling. We asked them to create animated characters
and consider the kinds of forces that can radiate off of those characters, and how it might represent
empowerment or help communicate important ideas.

EXHIBITIONS IN THE
CYNTHIA C. WAINWRIGHT GALLERY

In the Cynthia C. Wainwright Gallery

Home Sweet Home: Is a Home a Sanctuary?
December 19, 2019 — March 14th, 2020

Home Sweet Home: Is a Home a Sanctuary? offered a multiplicity of perspectives on the idea of a
home as a sanctuary. For many, sanctuary can signify a sacred place, a refuge, a ritual, a haven,
or an oasis. For others, it can also mean home, family, community, religion, or identity. Various art
installments across the gallery debated ideas such as shelter, protection, sacred ground, identity,
sense of place, community, and belonging.
Workshop Example: Community Circuitry in the Media Lab
Home Sweet Home: Is a Home a Sanctuary? asked the viewer to think about how we relate to one another and the objects around us. Young artists used stop-motion animation to describe a circuit: What makes
the connection? What is the effect of the electrical current? Next, they used LED lights and batteries to
create their own circuit connecting themselves to the community around them and that community back
to them, to complete a full circuit.
In the Bridge

Love Crickets, Save the Planet
December 19, 2019 — March 14, 2020
Exhibiting Artists: Jude Tallichet and Adam Chad Brody

Created in conjunction with Home Sweet Home:
Is a Home a Sanctuary?, Love Crickets, Save the
Planet featured a site-specific installation showcasing
functioning cricket farms, original animations that
explored cooking with crickets, larger-than-life cricket
projections, and participatory cricket concerts. The
installation allowed visitors to consider how we might
invite bugs into our homes as friends instead of foes,
and brought to light the idea that bugs are an essential
part of our ecosystem and food sources, fostering a
new understanding, not only of what young people
eat, but of how our food factors into a larger system.
Workshop Example: Create-a-Cricket in the Clay Bar
Inspired by Love Crickets, Save the Planet, young artists created their own crickets out of clay and built a
beautiful habitat for it to live in.

WORKSHOP
STUDIOS
CMA’s art-making studios occupy the best rooms in the museum, with large
windowed spaces for the traditional visual arts, and top-of-the-line equipment in our
Media Lab. Unlike other art museums, we have always invited our students to make
art in the main gallery directly inspired by the contemporary artwork before them, as
well as in our extensive classroom spaces.

stART STUDIO
This studio is customized for our
youngest learners, children aged
5 and under. Utilizing sensory
materials and exploring markmaking, children explored their
creativity in our stimulating space.

Pepperman Family
Fine Arts Studio
Home to drawing, painting, sculpture,
printmaking, collage and more!
CMA’s Teaching Artists developed
weekly rotating workshops that
reflected our exhibitions and turned
each visitor’s museum experience
into a cohesive whole.

Media Lab

For children between the ages of 5 and
15, CMA’s Media Lab provided the best
of STEAM projects using Mac-based
equipment for animation, recording,
filmmaking, pixilation, editing, and 3D
printing. At CMA’s popular Clay Bar, young
sculptors used colorful clay to create
animals, plants, birds, and habitats, as
well as creatures from the imagination.

CMA AND
NEW YORK CITY
SCHOOLS
CMA works with schools in New York City in a multitude of ways: school groups
visit CMA, CMA Teaching Artists bring arts workshops to the schools and
classrooms, and our experienced staff provide professional development to
educators.

School Group Visits

Last year, 6,136 students and educators — 190 different
classes — visited CMA through school and partnership visits.
Of that group, 1,571 students and educators
from 21 different classes — received a free
field trip through our scholarship program.
A full 26% of students and educators who participated
in our school group visits attended free of charge.

CMA AND
NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS

School Partnerships

CMA brings arts to the classroom by partnering with Pre-K—12th Grade
classrooms throughout New York City. We use project-based learning
to integrate both Fine Arts and Media Arts methodologies into our
programs.
In partnership with the NYC Department of Education, our school
programs support Common Core Learning Standards, NYC DOE’s
Blueprint Standards for Teaching and Learning in the Visual Arts and
the Moving Image, Framework for 21st Century Learning, and Universal
Design for Learning.
“At each session, from the creative warm-ups through the
wrap-up meetings and class claps at the end, students were
thoroughly motivated and engaged. The way [Teaching Artists]
got to know each student, provided individualized instruction,
and connected to each and every one of them made these
programs such a positive learning experience for the students
that they thoroughly enjoyed.”
— Public School Art Teacher

COMMUNITY
PROGRAMS
Last year, 41,151 children and families participated in CMA’s
free Community Programs, which serve some of NYC’s most
disadvantaged children.
This includes children in homeless shelters, in foster care or under
supervision of child welfare agencies, students attending Title 1
schools, children with physical and developmental disabilities, and
first- or second-generation immigrant families. Your contribution makes
such an impact!

“A lot of our students’ parents are working class people and very
rarely take the children out on the weekends because they don’t
have the time or money. These kids are not really exposed to the
arts due to the heavy standards of our teaching curriculum and
budget cuts. By allowing them to attend [a visit] for free … help[s]
us out tremendously.”
— Teacher from a Title 1 School

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

ACCESSIBLE ARTS
Your contribution helps bring CMA to low-income communities. CMA’s
Accessible Arts program welcomed 37,084 individuals to our Museum,
both in-person and virtually!
CMA partnered with Cool Culture to provide free admission for families
with children in Title I schools and/or Headstart — 3,926 children and
families last year.
In partnership with all three public library systems in NYC, CMA offered
free admission through the CulturePass program — 1,533 people last
year.
CMA offered 70 children with disabilities and their caregivers access
to CMA for free.
CMA offered Thursday afternoon Pay-As-You-Wish hours, which served
1,608 New Yorkers last year.
CMA offered free admission for infants and seniors, so that the whole
family can enjoy the museum together — 631 free passes last year.
Free Family Passes are distributed to children served by our free
Community Programs, and 238 were redeemed last year.
CMA offered discounted admissions to Free Arts Members (cultural
partners), members of the Hudson Square Connection (our neighborhood
group), educators, military personnel, and home-schooled families. We
additionally offered reciprocal member discounts with other major NYC
museums. Through these offerings 7,145 people received discounted
admission to CMA.
Additionally, 61 students received scholarships to our numerous afterschool art classes, day camps,and week-long camps, with values of up
to $600. In all, CMA provided nearly $35,000 in scholarships last year.
Fellow museum employees received free admission to CMA, serving 209
people last year.
We began providing access to our Museum for free digitally through
CMA Live! and our Arts Education Resources page. These free online
classes and resources benefited 20,092 individuals last year.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

INCLUSIVE WEEKEND
PROGRAMS
CMA offered free weekend programs to children with different abilities,
providing an enriching space for social interaction, dexterity, communication
skills, etc.
CMA’s Inclusive Saturday Program for children with an Autism Spectrum
Disorder enriched students’ creative skills, provided materials for multi-sensory
exploration, all while providing camaraderie and the opportunity to build social
skills.
Our Inclusive Sunday Program for children with physical disabilities connected
our students with accessible arts education led by CMA Teaching Artists and
supported by Occupational Therapists, who helped adapt the art-making
activities, build students’ physical dexterity, and introduce tactile learning skills.

390 children
served in
Inclusive
Weekend
Programs last
year
“There are not enough affordable or free programs for children with
Autism. CMA’s inclusive classes are so important to my autistic twins.”
— Parent
“My son really looks forward to [this class] and has become much more
verbal lately.”
— Parent

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

ARTOGETHER
A family support model designed to help
families with children in foster care or
recently reunified families. Together, families
practiced positive parenting strategies
through shared creative experiences.
Our model of a natural family setting – our
children’s museum – supported families who
were most often served at agency offices.
At CMA, we facilitated bonding and helped
forge new, positive memories while families
transitioned toward their renewed lives as a
unified whole.

111 children and caregivers
served last year.

GIRLSTORIES
GirlStories is a free After School program for
girls and non-binary artists ages 11-15 that
empowered students to bring their unique
perspectives into media arts fields that are
largely male-dominated.
The program exposed students to the work
of female artists in disciplines that included
filmmaking, animation, and illustration, and
introduced them to accomplished women
in the field. We provided the students with
hands-on experience with techniques,
processes, equipment, and technologies
used in making art.

This intensive program served
242 young artists last year.

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

CULTURAL FESTIVALS
CMA hosted a cultural festival series — all art-making activities were free with
general admission. Each festival celebrated a different cultural group in New
York City and incorporated both traditional and contemporary art of that
culture. Special guest artists working in the performing arts were hosted for each
festival, bringing exciting participatory performances to CMA.
Our Teaching Artists programmed the Fine Arts Studio and Media Lab with
workshops inspired by the celebrated culture. Each festival ran a full four days,
beginning on Thursday and culminating in an all-day celebration on Sunday.

Cultural
communities
represented last
year include
Belgian,
Venezualen,
Indigenous
Peoples,
Indonesian,
Black Culture,
Indian,
LGBTQIA,
and NYC Culture.

Last year, 2,038 visitors flocked to our Cultural
Festivals, and 25 guest artists were invited.
“I grew up in Bangladesh, so I wasn’t introduced to different
cultures and communities as a child. After coming to CMA, I have
learned about so many different communities through the arts
because [of] CMA’s Cultural Festivals. I teach the kids, but I also
am still learning.”
— Tahmina Norin Sharmin, CMA Teaching Artist

COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

FREE ARTS
OUTPOSTS
CMA’s Free Arts Island Outpost on
Governors Island served children
and families on weekends from
May to October. CMA Teaching
Artists practiced a weekly
changing artist-in-residency
style program, designing new art
workshops each week that fit our
open-air studio.
We featured painting, sculpture,
animation, and more, and
in some cases built on the
“This is amazing and important! My 3
previous week’s projects. Large
collaborative group projects were year old loved it!”
a crucial part of the program.
— Free Arts Island Outpost parent

18 weeks of art in the landscape.
2,011 children and families visited our house and yard
on Governors Island last summer.
We additionally held two one-time Free Arts Outposts in September and October,
which helped us connect with our local communities.
SUBMERGE Marine Science
Festival in Hudson River Park’s
Pier 84 celebrated our coastal
waters by bringing marine
science to life. We created
workshops celebrating
interactive science
experiments, catch and
release fishing, and kayaking.
We hosted a SoHo Block
Party at Vesuvio Playground
on Sullivan Street between
Prince and Spring Streets. The
Block Party involved various
games and workshops with
CMA Teaching Artists.

These
off-site
workshops
served a
total of 275
children
and
families
last year.

PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
For our staff and more!

Our core values are in place when training
our staff to help them bring the best possible
experience to the diverse children that we
serve. We offered training in topics such as
Accessibility, Inquiry-based Instruction, ProjectBased Learning, and Curriculum Development.
CMA is a renowned source of Professional Development and invited partner organizations to
participate and learn from our experts as well.

77 artists and
educators
participated in
our Professional
Development
workshops last year!
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